RFQ – Upgrade Network Cabling at Charlottetown Police Services

Addendum #1
RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS
Issued – November 14th, 2019

Please take note of the following questions and responses regarding the above noted tender:

**Question 1:** Cat 6 wire 48/12 or 24/12 big difference in price?
**Answer 1:** Whatever has been typically used for City work.

**Question 2:** Do we have to supply cat 6 patch cords for both ends?
**Answer 2:** No, you do not have to supply patch cables.

**Question 3:** Do we need to supply new data rack or data cabinet?
**Answer 3:** No, a rack is already in place that we can utilize.

**Question 4:** Work completed during regular hours or after hours?
**Answer 4:** Work can be completed during regular hours with caveat it is a functioning Police Department and work may be redirected occasionally to complete secure work (interviews, prisoners, etc.)
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